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In 2004 Mike Davis asked whether or not what he called 'the informal proletariat' could attain 
historical agency.1 The question posed by Davis sparked a largely speculative discussion in the 
radical edge of the metropolitan academy2 that often paid scant regard to the many careful studies 
dealing with the political agency of shack dwellers.3 The debate about the political capacities of 
the urban poor stretches back to Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, whose views on the matter are 
well known, and  Mikhail Bakunin who sustained their objectification but inverted its logic to 
conclude that “in them and only in them [the lumpen-proletariat], and not in the bourgeois strata 
of workers, are there crystallized the entire intelligence and power of the coming Social 
Revolution”.4 In Africa the rational discussion of this question begins with Frantz Fanon who, 
dying of leukaemia and dictating his words from a mattress on the floor of a flat in Tunis in 1961, 
insisted that “Marxist analysis should always be slightly stretched every time we have to do with 
the colonial problem.”5 One of the many ways in which he stretched the Marxism in the air at the 
time was to take the view that the lumpen-proletariat, as a sociological category, had no fixed 
1 Mike Davis, 'Planet of Slums', New Left Review, No, 26 2004 http://newleftreview.org/A2496.
2 See, for instance, Alain Badiou 'We Need a Popular Discipline: Contemporary Politics & the Crisis of the Negative', 
Critical Inquiry, 645, 2008, http://www.egs.edu/faculty/alain-badiou/articles/we-need-a-popular-discipline/;  Slavoj 
Žižek, 'Knee Deep', London Review of Books, Vol. 26, No. 17, 2004 http://www.lrb.co.uk/v26/n17/slavoj-zizek/knee-
deep and Slavoj Žižek In Defence of Lost Causes, Verso, London, 2008, pp. 424-427.
3 Such as, for instance, Asef Bayat's Street Politics, Columbia University Press, New York 1997,  Sujatha Fernandes, 
Who Can Stop the Drums? Duke University Press, Durham, London, 2010, Janice Perlman's, The Myth of Marginality, 
University of California Press, Berkeley, 1976, or Ananya Roy's, City Requiem, Calcutta University of Minnesota Press, 
Minnesota, 2003.
4 Mikhail Bakunin, Statism and Anarchy, 1873.
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/bakunin/works/1873/statism-anarchy.htm.
5 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, Penguin, London, 1976, p. 30.
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political meaning. People who had been 'circling the cities' hoping, he said, 'to be let in', had 
sometimes offered their services to colonial oppression and had sometimes joined the revolution 
against colonialism. Moreover he argued that in the colonial context the urban poor, living 
outside of the “world of compartments”6, did not only become a “gangrene eating into the heart of 
colonial domination” as an unintended consequence of a desire to survive, of a “biological decision 
to invade the enemy citadels”7, but that some amongst these people would assume explicit political 
agency and that it is: “in the people of the shanty towns and in the lumpen-proletariat  that the 
insurrection will find its urban spearhead.”8 In reaching this conclusion, and in insisting on this 
particular stretching of the dominant currents of the Marxism of the time, Fanon was sustaining a 
fidelity both to the actually existing politics that he had witnessed in various African countries as 
well as to his founding ethical axiom - to recognise “the open door of every consciousness.”9
Fifty years later, with North Africa again in the midst of a revolutionary upheaval, the political 
agency of people living in squatter settlements and working outside of formal employment 
remains highly contested. For Asef Bayat, writing after the revolt in Tunisia, the middle class poor, 
“who subsist on the margins of neoliberal economy as casual, low paid, low status and low-skilled 
workers (as street vendors, sales persons, boss boys or taxi drivers) and reside in the overcrowded 
slums and squatter settlements” are 'the new proletariat' whose turn to the streets is inspired by the 
democratic popular politics of the first Intifada.10  But in an interview in New Left Review  on the 
mass revolt in Egypt Hazim Kandil, when asked about the “sub-proletariat of the slums in Cairo” 
replied that “fortunately, this menacing human mass was entirely absent from the revolt, which 
6 Fanon, The Wretched, 29.
7 Fanon The Wretched, 103.
8 Fanon The Wretched, 103.
9 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks Grove Press, new York, 1967, p. 232.
10 Asef Bayat, 'The New Arab Street in Post-Islamicist Times',  Foreign Policy, 27 January 2011 
http://mideast.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2011/01/26/a_new_arab_street.
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probably contributed to its civilized and peaceful character”.11 In the South African academy it is 
not at all uncommon to encounter similarly overt hostility to any mention of emancipatory 
political agency on the part of the urban poor. The myth of the inherent inability of the urban 
poor to engage in emancipatory political practices is an explicit idea in some currents of Marxist 
thought and is often implicit in the paternalism that is usually present in liberal thought and elite 
nationalism. There are also cases where one can only conclude, with Gayatri Spivak, that “Elite 
'postcolonialism' seems to be as much a strategy of differentiating oneself from the racial 
underclass as it is to speak in its name.”12
But of course there is, in reality, and across space and time, and as is the case with all other 
sociological categories of people, a diversity of politics practised by the urban poor, including 
people living in shacks. This is true in times of national crisis, during periods of general 
mobilisation and under more ordinary circumstances.  With regard to the former the reality is 
that, for instance, shack dwellers supported the right wing military coup in Brazil in 196413 and 
they supported elected governments more to the left against attempted coups from the right in 
Venezuela in 200214 and Haiti in 1991 and 200415. In South Africa in the mid to late 1980s, when 
the popular struggles against apartheid were at their height, shack dwellers supported both state 
linked vigilante groups and anti-apartheid movements like the United Democratic Front.16  and 
the comrades movement.17 In contemporary South Africa the shack settlement has, amidst a 
11 Hazim Kandil, 'Revolt in Egypt', New Left Review, No. 68 http://newleftreview.org/?view=2884 Asef Bayat contests 
the claim that residents of the Ashwaiyyat were not present in Tahrir Square.' 'Our Revolution Is Civil' An Interview with 
Asef Bayat on Revolt and Change in the Arab World', The Hedgehog Review, Vol. 13, No.3, 2001 http://www.iasc-
culture.org/publications_article_2011_Fall_Bayat.php.
12Giyatri Chakravorty Spivak A Critique of Postcolonial Reason Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1999
13 Perlman, The Myth of Marginality.
14 Fernandes, Who Can Stop the Drums? 
15 Peter Hallward, Damming the Flood Verso, London, 2007.
16 See, for instance, Josette Cole, Crossroads: The Politics of Reform and Repression 1976-1986 Ravan Press, 
Johannesburg, 1987.
17 David Hemson ' "For Sure You Are Going To Die!": Political Participation and the Comrade Movement in
Inanda, KwaZulu-Natal', Social Dynamics Vol.2, No.2, 2008, pp. 74-104. 
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generalised ferment among the poor18, become a primary site for popular mobilisation outside of 
party politics some of which has taken an emancipatory form19 and some of which has taken the 
form of xenophobic violence.20 In Bolivia and Venezuela movements of the urban poor are 
significant participants in broader mobilisations.21  In more ordinary times there is also a wide 
variety of responses to life in legal and civil limbo, in 'grey spaces'22, amidst acute material 
deprivation. Asef Bayat has shown that in Tehran it has opened up opportunities for the quiet 
encroachment of the poor.23 However informality can also, as Ananya Roy has shown in her study 
of Calcutta24, produce systemic insecurity which can in turn result in profound dependence on 
clientalist relations with political parties as people are only protected from eviction, and are only 
able to access development, for as long as they continue to demonstrate loyalty to party structures. 
And party political systems of clientalism and patronage are not the only forms of local and often 
micro-local despotism. It is not unusual for NGOs to secure their turf with strategies that are, in 
some respects, similar to those of parties, and with similar results.  There are also, in some cases, 
real authoritarianisms within community organisations that have been developed outside of party 
structures. In extreme cases this can take the form of control of communities by criminal 
networks.25  
Once the discussion of the prospects for emancipatory politics developed in and from shack 
18 Peter Alexander, 'Rebellion of the Poor: South Africa's Service Delivery Protests: A preliminary analysis', Review of  
African Political Economy, Vol. 37, No. 123, 2010, pp. 25-40. 
19 Nigel Gibson Fanonian Practices in South Africa, University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, Pietermaritzburg, 2011
20 Michael Neocosmos From Foreign Natives to Native Foreigners: Explaining Xenophobia in South Africa, Codesria, 
Dakar, 2010.
21 See, for instance, Sujatha Fernandes, Who Can Stop the Drums?, 2010 and Raul Zibechi Dispersing Power, AK 
Press, Oakland, 2010.
22 Ananya Roy, 'Slumdog Cities: Rethinking Subaltern Urbanism', International Journal of Urban & Regional  
Research,  Vol. 35, No.2, 2011, pp. 223 38.
23 Bayat, Street Politics
24 Roy, City Requiem, Calcutta, 2003.
25 Marcello Lopes de Souza, 'Social Movements in the Space of Criminal Power', City, Vol. 13, No. 1, 2009, pp. 27-52.
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settlements moves from an entirely speculative mode, be it framed in the language of ontology or 
political strategy, and on to the terrain of actually existing practices it is necessary to take the 
actuality of subaltern urbanisms seriously. One of the benefits of framing the concern with 
actually existing practices in this way is that it brings the focus on to the specific realities of 
shackdweller's politics in a context in which academic interest in shack dweller's politics has often 
been framed within broader languages of emancipation – Marxism, feminism, developmentalism 
and so on – that, in certain formulations, assume both a teleology that is, despite the performance 
of academic rigour, plainly fantastical as well as a subject that does not inhabit the situation of the 
shack dweller. In South Africa the result of this has often been that the high points of political 
mobilisation over the last hundred years are, even when they've won real material and symbolic 
gains, framed in the language of being, at best, a small step in the direction of a politics to come 
but which never arrives. Poor people who built a mass movement, the Industrial and Commercial 
Worker's Union (ICU)26, that swept through Southern Africa in the 1920s and 1930s at a time 
when both elite anti-colonialism and the left were largely irrelevant to the national drama 
sometimes appear in the historiography as being not much more than insufficiently Marxist. 
Women who, as in Cato Manor in Durban in 195927, seized a moment, armed themselves, dressed 
in men's clothes and made a militant intervention on the national stage can, in some readings, only 
be understood to have attained a proto-feminism. The political mechanisms that were developed 
in the shack dweller's movements of the 1980s to enable democratic self governance28 were 
26 In Durban the ICU was largely a movement of shack dwellers. For an introduction to the ICU see Helen Bradford A 
Taste of Freedom Ravan Press, Johannesburg, 1987; A.W.G. Champion, The Views of Mahlathi (Ed. Manyard Swanson), 
University of Natal Press, 1983; Clements Kadalie My Life and the ICU The Humanities Press, New York, 1970 & 
Shula Marks The Ambiguities of Dependence in South Africa Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1986.
27 The best account of the women's riot in Cato Manor remains that by Iain Edwards in his PhD thesis Mkhumbane Our 
Home African Shantyown Society in Cato Manor Farm, 1946-1960, University of Natal, 1989. He also has a chapter, 
Cato Manor, 1959, in the book that he co-edited with Paul Maylam – The People's City: African Life in Twentieth-
Century Durban, University of Natal Press, 1996.
28 For an introduction to the United Democratic Front see Belinda Bozzoli Theatres of Struggle & the End of Apartheid 
Wits University Press, Johannesburg, 2004; Jeremy Seekings The UDF, David Phillip Publishers, Cape Town, 2000 and 
Ineke van Kessel “Beyond Our Wildest Dreams”: The United Democratic Front and the Transformation of South  
Africa University Press of Virgina, Charlottesville, 2000. For a particular examination of how UDF aligned 
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invariably described in the academic literature of the time with words like 'embryonic', 'nascent' 
and 'emergent' and yet far from being emergent they were the highpoint of mobilisation and the 
closest that modern South Africa has ever come to  popular democracy on a mass scale. Much 
contemporary writing continues in a similar vein.
In South Africa the need to take subaltern urbanisms seriously takes on a particular urgency given 
that the shack settlement has emerged as a central site of popular  xenophobic violence and a 
central site in the wave of popular protest that began at the turn of century and has gathered real 
momentum since 2004.29 It has also been a central site for most of the organised movements to 
have emerged after apartheid including in cases where movements that largely represent shack 
dwellers, like the Landless People's Movement or the Unemployed People's Movement, have sought 
to identify themselves as subjects, in these cases aspirant peasants and aspirant workers, that can 
more easily be recuperated into both left and nationalist thought. 
The current intensity of the shack settlement as a political site in South Africa clearly has a lot to 
do with material  realities and the fact that people have been promised housing and basic services 
not just as things to be valued in-themselves but also as a mode of inclusion into the post-
apartheid nation. But the political intensity of the shack settlement cannot be reduced to the 
disjuncture between enduring, and in fact worsening, material realities and the promises to 
alleviate them as a realisation of the promise of democratic citizenship. It also has something to do 
with the fact that to step into the shack settlement is to step into the void. This is not because of any 
organisations in shack settlements built a democratic politics and sometimes eradicated rent in settlements see Catherine 
Cross, 'Shack Tenure in Durban' in Doug Hindson and Jeff McCarthy (Eds.), Here to Stay, Indicator Press, South Africa, 
1994, pp. 170-190 and  Marie Huchzermeyer Unlawful Occupation: Informal Settlements and Urban Policy in South  
Africa and Brazil Africa World Press, Trenton, New Jersey , 2004
29 Alexander, Rebellion of the Poor
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ontological difference amongst the people living there but because it is a site that doesn't fully 
belong to the wider situation as it is formally constituted. It is therefore an unstable element of the 
situation. It's meaning is not entirely fixed with the result that it is particularly open to 
contestation from above and from below.
As Ananya Roy notes two of the key themes that have emerged in the study of subaltern urbanism 
that wishes to move away from ontological readings of 'the slum' , and in particular apocalyptic 
readings, are the shack settlement as a site of entrepreneurialism and the shack settlement as a site 
of political agency.30 Of course the two cannot be entirely disconnected. In the 1940s the 
squatter's movements31 that built a non-ethnic popular politics in Johannesburg around the model 
of a congregational community of care and successfully organised mass land occupations that 
were later formalised to became apartheid townships like Soweto and Daveyton actively sought to 
build co-operatives. The conservative and bitterly anti-Indian squatter's organisations in Durban 
at the same successfully built their power around co-operatives.32  Moreover sudden, spectacular 
and brief upsurges of shack dweller's mobilisation or contestation over or within shack settlements 
in South Africa have often been animated to a considerable degree by entrepreneurial interests 
(although they certainly cannot be reduced to entrepreneurial interest). This is true, for instance, 
of the mobilisation by women for the right to brew and sell beer in Durban in 192933 and again in 
30 Roy,  Slumdog Cities: Rethinking Subaltern Urbanism.
31 There is no book on these movements but the two classic papers are Philip Bonner, 'The Politics of Black Squater 
Movements on the Rand', Radical History Review, No. 46, 1990, pp. 89-115 and Alf Stadler, 'Birds in the Cornfield: 
Squatter Movements in Johannesburg 1944-1947' Journal of Southern African Studies Vol. 6, No.1, 1979, pp. 93-123.
32 See Edwards, Mkumbane Our Home, 1989; Iain Edwards, 'Swing the Assegai Peacefully? 'New Africa', Mkhumbane, 
Cooperative Movements and the attempts to transform Durban society in the late 1940s in Holding Their Ground (Eds. 
Philip Bonner, Isabel Hofmeyr, Deborah James & Tom Lodge), Ravan Press, Johannesburg, 1989, pp. 59-104 and Jon 
Soske ' 'Wash me black again': African nationalism, the Indian diaspora, and Kwa-Zulu Natal, 1944-1960', PhD Thesis, 
University of Toronto, 2009. 
33 Paul la Hausse, 'The Message of Warriors: The ICU, the Labouring Poor and the Making of a Popular Political 
Culture in Durban', 1925-1930 in Holding Their Ground (Eds. Philip Bonner, Isabel Hofmeyr, Deborah James & Tom 
Lodge), Ravan Press, Johannesburg, 1989, pp. 19-58.
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195934 and of the anti-Indian pogrom in Cato Manor, in Durban, in 194935. It was also a factor in 
the xenophobic attacks that swept through a number of shack settlements around the country in 
200836. It's also the case that the most immediate threat to shack dweller's movements that try to 
operate in terms of a congregational conception of mutual care  - whether based on charismatic 
leadership, like the  squatter's movements around Johannesburg in the 1940s, or on rigorously 
and formally democratic practices, like Abahlali baseMjondolo37 in Durban today - and which are 
not dominated, as the ICU often was, by a leadership with its own entrepreneurial interests has 
often been the armed mobilisation of those interests, usually undertaken in the name of ethnicity 
or tradition, against shack dwellers' movements. This happened to a number of the squatters' 
movements in Johannesburg in the 1940s, it happened with the state backed attacks on 
progressive movements in Cape Town and in Durban in the 1980s and it happened recently with 
the armed state backed attack on Abahlali baseMjondolo in Durban in 2009.38
Today ideas and practices linked to entrepreneurialism are often deployed from above as a 
bulwark against the emergence of political agency outside of party control. This takes a number of 
forms. One is simply ideological. Shack dwellers often find that they struggle to access something 
as basic as sanitation but, at the same time, are subject to fairly constant (and sometimes 
infantilising) pedagogical interventions on the part of the state and NGOs. Many of these 
34 Edwards, Mkumbane Our Home, 1989.
35 Soske, 'Wash me black again': African nationalism, the Indian diaspora, and Kwa-Zulu Natal, 1944-1960, 2009.
36 Michael Neocosmos has provided the only serious attempt to theorise xenophobia in South Africa. See From Foreign 
Natives to Native Foreigners, 2010
37 Abahlali baseMjonolo is a shack dwellers' movement and the largest poor people's movement to have emerged after 
apartheid. Recent books that provide some introduction to the movement are Marie Huchzemeyer's Cities With Slums, 
UCT Press, Cape Town, 2001 and Nigel Gibson's Fanonian Practices, UKZN Press, Pietermaritzburg, 2011. For an 
early account of the formally democratic practices in the movement see Raj Patel, 'A Short Course in Politics at the 
University of Abahlali baseMjondolo',  Journal of Asian and African Studies, Vol. 43, No. 1, 2008, pp. 95-112. It should 
be noted that practices in Cape Town have, at times, diverged quite sharply in certain respects from those in Durban.
38 See Kerry Chance, 'The Work of violence:a timeline of armed attacks at Kennedy Road', School of Development  
Studies Research Report, No. 83, 2010 http://sds.ukzn.ac.za/default.php?3,6,684,4,0.
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interventions claim to be 'empowering people' to become entrepreneurs when only their hidden 
curriculum, to create a sense of individual responsibility for poverty, has any likelihood of real 
traction. Moreover the state is actively invested, politically and financially, in the use of Shack 
Dweller's International and its ideas about the moral virtues of saving, as part of its project to 
criminalise dissent and identify and then separate the deserving poor from the threatening poor.39 
In order to be able to recognise and engage with political agency in the shack settlement on its 
own terms it is necessary to recognise, from within the academy, the fact that people outside of it, 
including the oppressed, are as capable of reason and ethical action as anyone else. This requires 
the scholar to be attentive to both what Ranajit Guha calls the “politics of the people”40, a subaltern 
sphere of political thought and action, as well as to Jacques Rancière's sustained demonstration41 
that people move between their allocated spaces and that moments of mass political 
insubordination are frequently characterised by a disregard for allocated places.
There are certainly aspects of some forms of popular politics in South Africa that could well be 
described as a politics of the people. For instance Abahlali baseMjondolo, in ways that are in some 
ways quite similar to the squatter movements of the 1940s, draws on norms and practices 
developed in popular African churches. This includes the sense of the movement as a 
congregation, or what some people have called its 'family feeling', and practices like the 'camps' all 
night meetings that function both to bond people from different settlements, ages and political 
traditions, but also to serve as forums for discussions on issues of importance. Similarly in many 
shack settlements practices around the allocation of tenure draw, together with other sources, on 
39 For a nuanced critique of Shack Dweller's International in South Africa see Marie Huchzermeyer, Cities With Slums:  
From informal settlement eradication to a right to the city in Africa  University of Cape Town Press, Cape Town, 2011.
40 Ranajit Guha, A Subaltern Studies Reader 1986-1998, Oxford, New Delhi, p. xiv.
41 Jacques Rancière The Nights of Labor Temple University Press, Philadelphia, 1991.
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pre-colonial models that retain some currency in rural life.42 The same is often true of internal 
judicial arrangements and practices around conflict mediation. There are also sometimes clear 
links to pre-colonial modes of popular politics43  in some aspects of the ways in which people 
collectively align themselves to, and break from, leaders.
But it would be seriously mistaken to try to read aspects of popular political agency that are 
peculiarly or largely subaltern as an automatic expression of culture. For one thing movements 
are invariably diverse in terms of ethnicity and race and for another a wide variety of practices 
and forms of organisation emerge within similar cultural matrices. Moreover shack dwellers' 
movements have always taken a syncretic form which has included drawing on ideas with a 
national and global currency at the time.  This is typical of all popular politics that have developed 
in the vortex of South African cities going back to the 1808 slave rebellion in Cape Town, inspired 
in part by the Haitian Revolution and led by people born in India, Ireland and Angola as well as 
South Africa. For instance the ICU drew on syndicalist, Communist and Garveyist ideas and more 
local forms of anti-colonial nationalism. When Abahlali baseMjondolo was formed some of the 
first leaders had direct personal experience in trade unions, the UDF, ANC structures and 
churches as well as familial connections to older struggles ranging from the 1973 strikes in 
Durban, to the Pondo Revolt of the early 1960s and the Bambatha Rebellion of 1906. There was 
one person who had learnt a lot about the debates about socialism that have their roots in the 
Russian Revolution through a close relationship with a school teacher in a rural village and others 
who were well versed in the liberal ideas about human rights that came to the fore in the first 
years after apartheid as various interests, including some in the state, rallied in support of the 
constitutional order. Moreover popular movements in South Africa have always made alliances 
42 Cross, Shack Tenure in Durban
43 Paul Landau, Popular Politics in the History of South Africa, 1400948, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
2010.
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with middle class actors of various sorts and while there have been deliberate attempts to co-opt 
movements - in the case of the ICU communists, liberals and nationalists all sought to gain control 
over the movement - movements have also often won middle class people over to their projects or 
developed mutually transformative solidarities across class. The intellectual milieu in and around 
movements has never been one in which there is no access to ideas and practices outside of the 
sphere of a peculiarly subaltern politics. And some aspects of popular politics, such as the 
widespread use of the road blockade, usually accompanied by burning tyres, as both a tactic of 
disruption and to perform dissent, are very similar to practices that occur in shack dweller's 
mobilisations in other parts of the world. They emerge from the peculiarities of a particular type 
of subaltern situation rather than any cultural specificities.
Once the discussion about the political agency of shack dwellers is shifted away from the 
ontological terrain and onto the terrain of reality it quickly becomes obvious that many of the 
challenges faced by shack dwellers' movements are the same as those faced by movements in 
general. For instance in South Africa it is generally the case that the state seeks to co-opt 
individual leaders and when that fails repression invariably follows. Some forms of repression 
escalate support but others reduce it and repression often leads to internal conflict and paranoia. 
Similarly exhaustion and bureaucratisation, both of which are compounded by a reliance on a 
small group of core activists, are common problems, donor support very often leads to conflict 
over money and NGO support to a division between activists better able to operate on the NGO 
terrain and the rest of the movement and the drift of some activists away from popular concerns 
and towards NGO concerns.44 
44 Two particularly useful books dealing with NGO elitism are Harri Englund's, Prisoners of Freedom: Human Rights  
and the African Poor, University of California Press, Berkeley, 2006 and Richa Nagar & the Sangtin, Writers Playing 
with Fire: Feminist Thought and Activism Through Seven Lives in India, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 
2006.
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It is true, though, that some of these problems are compounded by certain aspects of shack life and 
in particularly its precariousness. The 'grey' nature of the shack settlement, which is consequent to 
both legal and ideological realities, with the latter extending beyond the state to include hostility 
on the part of much of civil society too, create a particularly vulnerability to hostile and often 
violent state action including evictions and repression at the hands of the police and local party 
officials. There's even a degree to which the precariousness of shack life becomes biological. In 
South Africa the shack settlement is the epicentre of the AIDS pandemic45 and the rate at which 
young people die means that  organisations suffer from losing key activists and having individuals, 
families and organisations as a whole having to invest huge energies in caring for the sick, 
organising funerals and mourning. But the fact that in the shack settlement a greater portion of 
life is lived in common than is the case in many other spaces, and that shack dwellers often face a 
collective future, can create what Raul Zibechi, following James Scott, calls 'communities of 
destiny'46 in which political mobilisation takes on a particular intensity,.
Some of the ways in which shack dweller's politics plays out in South Africa are probably atypical 
in global terms.  One example of this may be the relation to party politics. It's often been noted that 
in some countries shack dwellers are able to play parties off against each other in order to win 
limited but valued concessions. It's also been argued that in Bolivia and in Venezuela organised 
shack dwellers have been able to support left learning parties without surrendering their 
autonomy to them. Although there are some experiments with supporting parties other than the 
ANC in South Africa there is minimal scope for the first option in most of South Africa and the 
45 Mark Hunter's study of this is an exemplary piece of work. Mark Hunter Love in the Time of AIDS, UKZN Press, 
Pietermaritzburg, 2010.
46 Zibechi, Dispersing Power, p. 24.
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authoritarian character of the ANC, which is more interested in a Leninist model of the party47 
than in bottom up approaches, and is outrightly hostile to any attempt to disperse power from its 
centralised control, makes the latter impossible. Electoral support for the ANC is declining and 
popular protest is escalating but for many people the ruling party remains inextricably bound up 
with the idea of the nation and the desire to be a recognised as part of the nation is often 
profound. Moreover in some places, and this is often acute in Durban, it is simply unsafe for poor 
people to publicly support parties other than the ANC.  South African democracy has never been 
fully extended to the urban poor and practices like destroying people's homes and driving them 
out of their communities to contain dissent have continued, without much middle class concern 
and, in some cases, with active state support, after apartheid. All of this means that while 
movements often enjoy real support in mounting challenges to local party leaders they would 
often risk both losing considerable support and suffering repression if they endorsed a rival party. 
Moreover factional battles within the party, be they at local or national level, often temporarily 
create the impression that the party is being bought back to what are imagined to be its inclusive 
roots and reignite support. Short bursts of protest that are not sustained often oppose local party 
officials or support factional struggles within the party on the assumption that certain individuals 
or groups are the real problem with the party. But the sustained movements that have emerged 
have all, as a result of their own experiences over time, developed a deeper critique of the party as 
a whole and they tend, although not without internal debate, to endorse a non-party politics and 
electoral abstentionism under the slogan 'No Land! No House! No Vote!'. Election boycotts tend to 
work very well for movements during local government elections as local party leaders and 
structures are often held in contempt but they are much less effective during national government 
elections as there is far more respect for party politics at this level.
47 See Patrick Heller, 'Moving the State: The Politics of Democratic Decentralization in Kerala, South Africa, and Porto 
Alegre' Politics & Society Vol. 29 No. 1,  2001 pp. 131-163.
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Many other aspects of shack dweller's politics in South Africa seem to be typical of what is 
reported in the global literature. This includes the development of a syncretic politics that fuses a 
variety of ideas. It also includes the fact that although mobilisation can be sustained over time it 
often peaks at the moments when new land occupations are founded or when settlements are 
threatened with eviction. In South Africa it is also clear that with the exception of the millennial 
moments in the 1930s and 1980s, in which there was an imminent sense of a fundamentally new 
world, successful attempts to develop a shack dweller's politics have been predicated on care to 
protect the autonomy of that politics in order that it can stay close to the specific situation of shack 
dwellers.  In post-apartheid South Africa both the state and some currents in liberal civil society 
and the authoritarian left, sometimes operating through the academic NGO nexus, have 
responded to the careful preservation of political and intellectual autonomy by Abahlali 
baseMjondolo with outrage and the production of hostile discourse radically detached from 
empirical realities . But its telling that this movement has endured where others that have been 
less resolute on this score have not. 
The fact that in South Africa the policing of shack settlements and shack dweller's politics is often 
conducted on a completely different basis to the rest of society, and in a way that assumes that 
settlements are wholly criminal spaces, and is often violent and casually unlawful also resonates 
with wider experiences. It is one of many aspects of state behaviour towards the shack settlement 
that has continued after apartheid and it has a history that pre-dates apartheid. It has often meant 
that organisations and movements have had to make some of their own policing and judicial 
arrangements. This was the case in the 1940s and it remains the case now. The nature of these 
arrangements varies and there are cases, such as the alliances between some of the smaller 
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movements of the 1940s and the amaRashea gang in the 1940s in which they can become 
authoritarian or predatory. But that is not always the case and they can also be far more humane 
than state practices. They may, for instance, look to reconciliation and restoration for some 
offences rather than punishment. But as well as the risks of a degeneration of internal policing 
and judicial practices, risks that can be diminished in a democratic context, they also pose real 
political risks to movements. Bourgeois opinion across the political spectrum tends to assume that 
they must be simple thuggery and to accept even extreme state propaganda in this regard. 
Moreover in bigger settlements, where a dangerous criminal element does sometimes seek 
sanctuary, the state has been perfectly willing to actively support the criminal element against a 
democratic movement. There are a number of settlements where clientalist party structures are 
enmeshed with local criminal networks and this is, certainly in Durban, becoming increasingly 
common.
Another aspect of the South African experience that seems typical is that formalisation, often a key 
goal of movements, is also, when it is achieved, the moment when the movement ends. This is not 
simply a case of political energies running out when a goal is reached, even if imperfectly. It is 
also to do with the fact that formalisation decisively shifts power into the hands of the state in 
which the party tends to dominate the technocrats at the point of 'delivery'. In Durban housing 
developments have become the primary opportunity for the ruling party to allocate patronage. 
Fabulous wealth is produced at the apex of the informal elite networks between business and 
politics that capture housing development for their own ends but it also cascades down to local 
party councillors and into shack settlements. It is simply unimaginable that the party would allow 
a development to proceed without seizing control of it. This is one reason why Shack Dweller's 
International, despite huge support from within the cabinet, cannot actually build houses in 
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Durban. It is no coincidence that the armed attack on Abahlali baseMjondolo in September 2009 
occurred on the even of a promised upgrade to a settlement that had previously been slated for 
eviction. The movement has been strong enough to stop evictions, to, despite bitter and often 
openly racialised opposition from local suburbanites, reverse plans for evictions and to win 
agreements to upgrade settlements where they are. But it does not have the strength to push back 
the party elites that have captured development. This would only be possible with alliances with 
other social forces but trade unions, the most likely candidate, have not been willing to support the 
organised struggles of the urban poor and, in fact, have endorsed the state's 'slum eradication' 
agenda.
A further aspect to the South Africa experience that seems to have a wide international resonance 
is that, contrary to attempts by both the state and many NGOs to reduce the urban question to a 
housing question there is a long standing demand, expressed in terms of both everyday practices 
of encroachment and overt political action, for access to the city and dissatisfaction or outright 
rejection of formal housing built in developments on the rural peripheries of cities which, during 
and after apartheid, have often been referred to as 'human dumping grounds'. Some movements 
and organisations have enthusiastically taken up the idea of the right to the city.
It's also the case that in South Africa as in much of the world, and this pertains to urban 
movements more generally48, women tend to play a key role in shack dweller's politics. Its not at 
all unusual for women to be leaders of settlements, be they run democratically or not.  The 
ideological legitimation for women's involvement in popular politics has, at least since the 1940s, 
tended to be a form of motherism49 but in current struggles young women, and some men, often 
48 Manuel Castells, The City & the Grassroots University of California Press, Berkeley, 1983.
49 Nomboniso Gasa makes some insightful remarks on this in 'Feminisms, motherisms, partriarchies and women's 
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mobilise liberal ideas about gender equality and extend these to an assertion to a right to sexual 
freedom. In same cases this had led to intergenerational conflict between women - particularly 
between older women coming of the political tradition of the Zulu nationalist movement Inkatha
and younger women. In some cases some amongst the former group have assumed, much like 
Shack Dweller's International, that shack dwellers need to present themselves to the state and 
wider society as moral in order to be recognised as worthy of social inclusion.  But in this case 
morality is thought to be performed by adherence to certain ideas about gender roles rather than 
membership of saving groups.
In South Africa ethnic politics is not ubiquitous and when it emerges it is not always sustained. 
Shack dwellers' movements have often been explicitly non-ethnic since at least the 1940s but the 
prospect of the mobilisation of ethnic sentiment, a prospect that became very real in Durban 
during Jacob Zuma's campaign for the presidency where multi-ethnic organisations were accused 
of being fronts for Xhosa or Indian plots, is now a real threat. It was certainly a major factor in the 
xenophobic violence in May 2009 and in the violence against both Abahlali baseMjondolo and 
members of the small political party COPE in Durban in September in 2009. In periods when the 
spectre of ethnic politics has loomed with real malevolence Abahlali baseMjondolo has had 
undertake a lot of work to sustain a sense of shared safety and belonging.50
Following recent interventions by Partha Chatterjee there has been considerable interest in the 
legal aspects of the situation inhabited by shack dwellers and how this affects their access to and 
voices in the 1950s' in Women in South African History (Nomboniso Gasa, Ed.),  HSRC Press,  Cape Town, 2007, pp. 
207-232.
50 There were no xenophobic attacks in any of the settlements in which the movement had a significant presence. This 
was also true of the very different mode of popular mobilisation in Khutsong. See Joshua Kirshner ' 'We are Gauteng 
People' Challenging the Politics of Xenophobia in Khutsong, South Africa', Antipode, 2011.
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position in civil society. In Chatterjee's estimation shack dwellers, living outside of the law are not 
just subject to stigmatisation but are also structurally excluded from the agora. They are, he 
argues, “only tenuously, and then even then ambiguously and contextually, rights-bearing citizens 
in the sense imagined by the constitution. They are not, therefore, proper members of civil society 
and are not regarded as such by the state”51.
Reading Chatterjee in South Africa one encounters an immediate shock of recognition. But it also 
needs to be noted that here it is, as American graduate students like to say, more complicated than 
that. It is true that the urban poor are systemically treated in violation of law and that most of civil 
society has no interest in that fact even when it takes the form of blatantly unlawful state violence. 
Moreover people often live, work and access services outside of the law. Yet one of the primary 
continuities between every major upsurge of successful organisation by shack dwellers in South 
Africa has been an enthusiastic embrace of the courts as a platform from which to engage both the 
state and private interests. It was true of the ICU in the 1920s and 30s, the Johannesburg 
movements of the 1940s and the UDF in the 1980s and its true, despite a range of quite different 
approaches to the courts, of the movements that developed after apartheid. One reason for this is 
that while the law is, on balance, biased towards elite interests elites tend, in practice, to treat the 
urban poor as if they are beneath the law and so real gains have been made via appeal to the 
courts. The ICU's victories included the lifting of the curfew on African people, ending the power 
of the police to make arbitrary arrests of African people, and, most famously, ending the system by 
which African people were dipped, like cattle, in tanks of disinfectant on arrival in Durban.52   All 
accounts of the movement stress that legal victories were central to the development of its huge 
51 Partha Chatterjee, The Politics of the Governed, Permanent Black, New Delhi, 2004, p. 38.
52 David Hemson, Class Consciousness and Migrant Workers: Dock Workers of Durban, PhD Thesis, University of 
Warwick, 1979, p. 200.
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popular support.  Similarly access to lawyers and victories in courts were central to the prestige of 
the squatter movements of the 1940s and they all retained their own lawyers, with the bigger 
movements having dozens of lawyers. James Mpanza, leader of the largest of these movements, 
declared “I love the law”53 and Phil Bonner concludes that this “was a sentiment in which all of his 
squatter colleagues would have concurred.”54 Part of the appeal of the courts is that they have 
provided important gains, including gains that authorise progress made via direct action like land 
occupations. Another part of their appeal is that they enable engagement with a mode of politics 
that is largely seen as legitimate in elite eyes and which runs a much lower risk of violence and 
repression and the destruction, centralisation and masculinisation of movements that often follows 
repression. My own experience in and with contemporary movements indicates that there is 
another factor which is that while the lower courts are often simply contemptuous of poor people, 
not particularly concerned about the letter of the law and at times overtly co-opted by the ruling 
party, the higher courts do provide an experience of recognition as a dignified citizens equal, in 
principle, to other citizens. This is very attractive to many people and the performance of this in 
court, often retold and re-enacted in detail in the settlements, confers a degree of popular respect 
on movements.
The risks of becoming overly enamoured with the courts are many and obvious. They include 
demobilisation, professionalisation, limiting aspirations to what is guaranteed in law and people 
joining a movement and making demands on it simply to access lawyers. Abahlali baseMjondolo 
have been very careful to simultaneously sustain mass protest and direct action with recourse to 
the courts, to only work with lawyers willing to take instruction from below and to include 
affected shack dwellers in all decision making about legal strategy. But despite this, and despite its 
53 Bonner, Squatter Movements, 1990, p. 101.
54 Bonner, Squatter Movements, 1990, p. 101.
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sustained and serious attempts to encourage participatory membership many new areas do come 
into the movement looking for lawyers, most often as a result of a threatened eviction, and cease 
or reduce active participation when the threat has passed.
I will conclude with a short discussion of what appear to me to be three key reasons for the 
success of Abahlali baseMjondolo in sustaining an organised and vibrant struggle since 200555 
despite several pressing challenges. One is the fact that it was founded on an ethic and set of 
practices that had clear aspects of congregational solidarity in a community of care. This has 
meant that unlike many left projects that try to sustain unity around an idea of a better world to 
come, a proposition that becomes progressively more difficult to sustain as it becomes more 
apparent that that better word remains radically out of reach, the movement provided an 
immediate and real sense of solidarity and personal and collective dignity for its members. 
Sustaining this in the face of exhaustion, repression, massively escalating responsibilities, as well 
as rapid growth in the movement that generated increasing internal political diversity and, despite 
real commitment in this regard,56 far outstripped the capacity of its original members to slowly 
induct new branches into the culture of 'Abahlalism' has not been easy. But while this 
congregational mode of solidarity has sometimes become very brittle since the repression of 2009, 
which had profound existential consequences for many people, and raised the stakes for some in a 
way that ran counter to sustaining a genuinely collective project, it has endured.
A second and related aspect of the movement's ability to sustain itself in the face of all kinds of 
barriers and threats is that its fundamental political commitments are to equality and dignity. This 
is far from being unique to the movement. From the first major slave rebellion in Cape Town in 
55 At its 2011 AGM membership was reported at just over 10 000 people in 54 different settlements.
56 For instance established members would sometimes go and live in a new settlement for some time.
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1808 to the current rebellion of the poor these are values that have been consistently asserted in 
popular politics.  Since popular mobilisation began to become a feature of South African life again 
at the turn of the last century people have asserted, again and again, and in different languages 
and idioms that while they may be forced to live like pigs in the mud, or in transit camps that are 
only fit for cattle, or that the police may beat them as if they were dogs, they are human and not 
animal. These sorts of assertions are usually treated as pre-political and naive ideas by political 
experts of various sorts and so organised politics, usually dominated by political experts, has 
tended to channel these ideas into commitments to ideas like socialism, nationalism and so on. It is 
true that there is no politics without an ethical ideal finding concrete traction in a situation but by 
insisting on a 'living politics', a politics that can be understood by anyone and that is firmly under 
the control of ordinary people, the political is subject to less mystification and it becomes easier to 
render the ideal imminent to the practice even what is a stake is, in some grand sense, very 
modest. A new tap, whether conceded by the state or organised by an illegal connection to the 
water mains, may not do much to take us towards socialism but it can be significant gain 
nonetheless and one that builds confidence in struggle.
A third reason for the movement's ability to endure has been its careful and principled protection 
of its autonomy from the state, political parties and NGOs. One aspect of this autonomy that is 
particularly interesting has been the movement's resolute insistence on both conducting and 
presenting itself as a space in which serious intellectual work is done. Of course not everyone in 
the movement is equally invested in this. There are people that see the movement in purely 
technical terms as, for instance, a way to stop evictions - and, especially as the movement's 
prestige has grown in the local media and it has begun to attract the interest of people who are 
better educated and less poor, there are people who set it as a platform into civil society and other 
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elite spaces. But the affirmation of intellectual autonomy has been an important component of the 
praxis that has developed. It takes numerous forms. When meetings are run in a style that mixes 
the formal democratic practices that were brought into the UDF in the 1980s from the trade 
unions, and this is synthesised with the congregational mode of collective care and affirmation of 
dignity, the meeting becomes a fundamentally safe space in which things can be carefully thought 
through and discussed until consensus emerges. These meetings are a space for collective 
reflection on experience and practice which are, from time to time, accompanied by meetings, in 
various forms, from workshops to all night meetings, that focus on specific issues. These could 
range from practical challenges confronted by the movement to more abstract ideas like, in the 
next such meeting to be held, the idea of communism and whether there can be a 'living 
communism' to go with the movement’s 'living politics'.
In a recent essay Achille Mbembe argues that “the human has consistently taken on the form of 
waste within the peculiar trajectory race and capitalism espoused in South Africa” and that “for 
the democratic project to have any future at all, it should necessarily take the form of a conscious 
attempt to retrieve life and 'the human' from a history of waste.” 57 Any blanket or a priori denial 
of the ability of shack dwellers to exercise explicitly political agency, and to do so in a way that is 
emancipatory, must be read as part of the process by which the human is rendered waste. Of 
course the situation constituted by the shack settlement and its relation to the rest of society is one 
in which sustaining explicit and emancipatory political agency confronts all kinds of very serious 
challenges.  But there can be no doubt that there have been and continue to be moments in which 
the human has been affirmed amidst waste and moments in which this affirmation has been taken 
out of the shack settlement and into wider society. To assert the reality and significance of these 
57 Achille Mbembe, 'Democracy as Community Life' Johannesburg Workshop on Theory & Criticism, 2011 
http://www.jwtc.org.za/volume_4/achille_mbembe.htm.
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moments is not to deny the challenges that they face or the significance of everyday practices. But 
it is to affirm that shack dwellers are certainly as capable as all other people of developing and 
expressing explicit political agency.
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